Virtual vs Physi al Addresses
Physi al addresses refer to hardware addresses of physi al memory.
Virtual addresses refer to the virtual store viewed by the pro ess.
 virtual addresses might be the same as physi al addresses
 might be di erent, in whi h ase virtual addresses must be mapped into physi al

addresses. Look at Fig 4-9. Mapping is done by Memory Management Unit (MMU).

 virtual spa e is limited by size of virtual addresses (not physi al addresses)
 virtual spa e and physi al memory spa e are independent
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Virtual Memory with Paging
Paging is the most ommon memory management te hnique:
 virtual spa e of pro ess divided into xed-size pages
 virtual address omposed of page number and page o set
 physi al memory divided into xed-size frames
 page in virtual spa e ts into frame in physi al memory

Mapping of VA to PA is done with a page table. Fig 4-10, 4-11. Ea h pro ess has an
asso iated page table.
Page tables an be quite large. Thus have multiple levels of page tables. Many examples
given in Tanenbaum. Just using additional bits of the virtual address and a tually write
out page tables to disk.
Present an overall pi ture of paging.
Draw:
 Disk
 Page table: Frame number, permissions, present/absent, modi ed (dirty), (add

referen ed bit later).

 Two pro esses, ea h with own page table.
 physi al memory (1K frames).
 Frame table (supported by Operating System). Fields: status (free/used add, opied

in or out later), pid, page, free frame index.

 Frame list. Queue of free frames.
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Address Translation
Start exe ution, ausing address translation to be used.
1. extra t page number from virtual address (show pagejo set). If we assume 1K page
then 1024 bytes then o set is 10 bits.
2. if page number is greater than number of pages, generate an \illegal page" trap
3. a ess appropriate page table entry
4. if page is not in memory, trap \missing page"
5. if a ess violation, trap \prote tion violation"
6. nally, return physi al address (frame number * page size + page o set)
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Choosing a page size:
 overhead spa e | small page size means larger page tables
 internal fragmentation | large pages result in more internal fragmentation
 larger pages generally better for transferring to/from ba king store
 typi al sizes run from .5K to 4K bytes to 8K bytes
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What happens on a page fault
Trap is handled by a Page Fault Handler(). This routine is responsible for swapping a page
from disk into memory.
1. GetFreeFrame
2. If page on disk then get its lo ation on disk:
(a) Disk mapping table (pid, page, disk addr)
(b) Routine bslo (pid, page) returns disk addr.
3. S hedule reading in page from disk into physi al memory (introdu e opyin status
here). Is the pro ess ready for exe ution? Don't want to wait.
4. If not on disk (sta k and uninitialized data page initially would not need to be read
from disk) Just zero- ll (why zero lled?) and use. A \minor fault."
What to do when the read is omplete. Disk driver will generate an interrupt, what will
the memory manager do in response?
1. mark frame entry as opied in.
2. make pro ess needing the frame eligible for exe ution
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What happens when there are no free frames?
Must remove one or more entries from physi al memory. Whi h ones? Page repla ement
poli y is used|talk about in a bit.
Given that a page has been sele ted for repla ement what to do?
 mark the page as no longer present in page table
 if not modi ed then an simply put free frame ba k in the pool
 if modi ed then must s hedule page for writing. Again we must onsider what to do

when the page is done being written.

 what to do if the frame that is being written is a essed again (would like to re laim

it|another type \minor" fault)

Note that we don't give details on what happens on a write.

Translation Lookaside Bu er
To speed translations, hardware maintains a a he alled the translation lookaside bu er
(TLB). Part of the MMU. Look at Fig 4-14. Thus, virtual memory a esses:
1. he k TLB for desired mapping; if present, we are done
2. if not present in TLB, onsult mapping tables in (slower) memory
3. pla e virtual/physi al address pair in a he
Note: there is an additional hidden ost to ontext swit hing. The a he must be ushed
at every ontext swit h! On e the a he has been lled, typi al hit rates approa h 95%.
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